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ABSTRACT 
The relationships between several conditions generalizing matrix monotonicity 
are studied. 
INTRODUCTION 
A real square matrix A is said to be monotone if 
Collatz proved [8] that A is monotone iff A-’ exists and is nonnegative. Such 
matrices are of great importance in the iterative solution of linear systems 
(cf. Varga [15]). I n recent years, this notion has been generalized in many 
ways (cf. [l; 2; 4, pp. 70-79; 5-7; 9; 10; 11; 141). 
Two generalizations were discussed by Plemmons [ 1 l] at the Advances in 
Matrix Theory Seminar, Munich, l&13 December 1974. Let A EIR”‘~” have 
nullspace N(A), and suppose S is a subspace of W. Then A is S-monotone if 
lR”= S @N(A) and 
Ax>O, XES + x>O, 
and weak-monotone if 
Ax>0 =+ XEQI”,+N(A). 
It is easy to see, given S, that if A is S-monotone, then it is weak-monotone. 
That the converse is not true is shown in [16]. However, one might ask if, for 
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weak-monotone A, there must exist some subspace S for which A is S- 
monotone. This paper grew out of attempts to answer this question. We first 
give a regative answer to the question, and then give results providing a 
more general context for these conditions. 
Another paper [16] has grown out of Plemmons’s talk; it is essentially 
independent of our work. 
AN EXAMPLE 
For convenience of notation, we think of A EIR~~” as a linear operator 
fromX=lR” to Y=lR”,i.e.,AEL(X,Y), with range AX and nullspace N(A). 
For any nonempty subset Z C Y, A -‘Z = {x E X [Ax E Z }. Let P=@ and 
Q = lR’J . Now Am is S-monotone if X = S $ N (A) and 
AzcQ, xES + XEP, 
and weak-monotone if 
A~EQ + ~EP+N(A). 





Given a subspace T of Y, we shall also consider A EIR’“‘” for which 
Y=AX$Tand 
QcAP+T. (4) 
Such A are also weak-monotone. We will first answer negatively the ques- 
tion whether, for weak-monotone A, there must exist some subspace T of Y 
for which Y = AX G3 T and (4) holds. 
For x1,. . . ,XkEX, K(x,;.. , q) will denote the cone, and S (xl,. . . , xk) 
the subspace, generated by x1,. . . , xk. The standard basis vectors in X will be 
denoted by e1,e2; . . ,e,,. Finally, we will write column vectors as rows. 
Let X= Y=lR4, P= Q=kt, and 
1 0 1 0 
A= I 0 1 0 10 0 1 I 1’ 
to 1 1 OJ 
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It is clear that AP= K (e, + e,,e,-t- e4,e1 + e4, e,+ GJ, that AX 
={(y1,y~,y3,y4)EXIy1+yz=y3+y4}, and that APcAXnP. Suppose 
(Y~,Y~$Y~~YJE AX n P. Without loss of generality, let y4 
=min{ y1,y2,y3,y4}; then y2-y4>0, and 
Thus we have AP= AX n P. 
Suppose there exists a subspace T of X for which X = T @A X and 
PcT+AP. Wemayassume T=S((a,,u,,a,,a,)),wherea,+a,-us-a,>O. 
As e, E P c T+ AP, there must exist h ElB, (~i,z~,a,,z,) E AP for which 
The standard inner product of this vector with (l,l, - 1, - 1) is 1 =X(u,+ 
u2-us-(I~), as z,+x,--s-Z4 =O. As a,+~,-a,-~,>(), X>O. For i 
= 2,3,4, 0 = Xu, + 4; as Z~ > 0, Xu, < 0, and hence ui < 0. By similar calcula- 
tions for e2, ea, and e4, we obtain that (u1,u2,u3,u4) =O, a contradiction. 
We shall use a duality argument to show that weak monotonicity does 
not imply S-monotonicity for some subspace S. We use definitions and 
results found in [4, pp. 5-6, 141. 
For our symmetric matrix A, and X = Y =R4 and P= Q =R‘f+, suppose 
there exists a subspace S of X for which X = S 63 N(A) and A - ‘P n S C P. 
Then for S’cX, we would have X=S1@AX. Also PcAP+Sl, since 
P* = P, and since A - 'P, S, and AP+ S ’ are closed. We have already shown 
that no such subspace S 1 can exist. Thus A is S-monotone for no subspace S 
of x. 
Our matrix A has been used previously [7] as an example of a nonnega- 
tive matrix with no nonnegative rank factorization. 
GENERAL CONDITIONS INVOLVING { 1,2} INVERSES 
If A E L(X, Y) is invertible, and P and Q are any nonempty subsets of X 
and Y, respectively, then A -‘Q c P iff Q CAP. In general, A -‘Q 2 P and 
Q CAP are not equivalent. The conditions in this section all generalize these 
two. 
GivenAEL(X,Y)andBEL(Y,X),Bisa{1,2}inuerseofAifABA=A 
and BAB = B. (For example, any left inverse B of A, any right inverse B of A, 
and B = A + are all { 1,2} inverses of A.) In this case, we have X = N(A) @ BY 
and Y = N(B) @AX, and that A and B are inverse isomorphisms on BY and 
AX, respectively (cf. [3, p. 621). 
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LEMMA Gioen nonempty subsets P of X und Q of Y, and given { 1,2} 
inverses A E L(X, Y) and B E L( Y, X), the following are equivalent: 
BQcP, FJ) 
AxEABQ ==z. BAxEP, (5.2) 
AxEQ+N(B) j BAxEP, (5.3) 
A~EABQ, xEBY * xEP, 
AxEQ+ N(B), xEBY =+ xEP. 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
The following are equivalent: 
B(QnAX)cp, (6.1) 
AxEQ, xEBY =+ REP. (6.2) 
The following are equivalent: 
BQ C P+ N(A)> (7.1) 
Q CAP+ N(B). (7.2) 
The equivalence of (5.1)-(5.5) was proved for B=A+ and nonnegative 
orthants P=lFi; CR” and Q=fFt’J SIR” by Berman and Plemmons [5]. It was 
proved for B = A + and arbitrary nonempty subsets P of Et” and Q of K” by 
Ben-Israel [2]. The proof of Ben-Israel’s result, as given by Berman [4, pp. 
71-721 holds here with the obvious notational changes. The proofs of the 
other results of this section are straightforward, and are omitted. The 
equivalence of (6.1) and (6.2) was proved by Berman and Plemmons for 
B=A+, P=lR: CIR”, and Q=lft’; @t”’ [5]. 
If X=U@V, by PU,” we mean the projection of X onto U along V: if 
x=u+v, UE U, vEV, then P,+=u. 
THEOREM Given nonempty subsets P of X and Q of Y, and A E 
L(X, Y). Then the following are equivalent: 
there exist subspaces S of X and T of Y for which 
X= S @N(A); Y=AX@T; (8.1) 
Ax E PAx, TQ> XES * xEP; 
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there exists a { 1,2} inverse B of A for which 
BQcP. 
The following are equivalent: 
there exists a subspace S of X for which 
X=S@N(A) and Ax:EQ, xES =3 xEP; 
there exists a { 1,2} inverse B of A for which 
B(QnAX)CP. 
The following are equivalent: 
there exists a subspace T of Y for which 
Y=AX@T, Q GAP+ T; 
there exists a { 1,2} inverse B of A for which 
BQ rP+N(A). 
Finally, the following are equivalent: 
AxEQ * xEP+N(A); 









X= S@N(A) and AxEQ, XES =+ xEP+N(A); 
(11.3) 
AXnQcAP; 
there exists a subs-pace T of Y for which 
Y=AX@T and AXnQLAP+T; 
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The condition 
AxEQ, XES * XEP 
in (9.1) is a relaxed form of A _ ‘Q c P. Similarly, the condition 
Q CAP+ T 
in (10.1) is a relaxed form of Q CAP. The corresponding equivalent condi- 
tions (11.1) and (11.3), 
A-lQ cP+h7(A), QnAXcAP 
are common further relaxations of both A - ‘Q c P and Q c AP. 
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